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Abstract the resisto jets already in use. It has a
higher thrust to area ratio than ion en-

In the near future, the available power for gines. The development of arcjets are
the European space missions will be re- therefore a consistant step forward towards
stricted to a few kW and therefore the more economical and improved space propul-
electric propulsion as well. A very promis- sion systems.
ing candidate for missions in that power After a turbulent development period in the
range and for velocity requirements < 6 early sixties,[1-4], arcjet development was
km/s are arcjets. The IRS is developing a stopped everywhere as most research activi-
first laboratory model of a 15 to 20 kW ties began to focus on MPD thrusters. Only
arcjet, in a subcontract for the ESA, with in the last few years it has become clear
the aim of obtaining as much-insight as that MPD propulsion at low power levels
possible into the mechanisms of both will not be used in the next two decades;
discharge and heat loads, hence the development of arcjets has been
This arcjet is a constrictor type device resumed in the USA [5,6], Japan [7] and
which consists of a coaxial electrode sys- Europe. Since European power systems in the
tem with a stack of coaxial segments which near future will be limited to about 30 kW,
are individually water cooled and insulated the arcjet TT1 investigated here is in a
by each other. These segments are made of power range of less than 15 kW.
copper and each of them can serve alone or The TTI arcjet is only a laboratory model
together with adjacent segments as anode. which is designed to be as flexible as pos-
The propellant enters a ring shaped mani- sible in order to allow a wide range of va-
fold, from there it flows into the plenum riation of the parameters. It should also
section through four bore holes which are give insight into the mechanisms of arcjet
directed tangentially and at 30' axially in operation. The results obtained with this
order to induce an arc stabilizing swirl model should lead to design criteria for
flow in the plenum chamber. The arcjet is more advanced thrusters, which would then
mounted on a newly constructed thrust ba- be space qualified by the industry. The TT1
lance in a new stainless steel tank ( 1.2 m arcjet was designed under a subcontract
diameter, 4 m long), which is connected to from ESA, whose main contractor is SNIA-
the IRS vacuum system having a pumping BPO, Italy.
speed of 200,000 m3 /h at 10- 2 mbar. The Besides this medium power range arcjet, the
first experimental results with argon as IRS is also developing a low power ( 1
propellant will be presented. kW),the NLA, and a high power (<100 kW)
Further supplementary activities of the IRS arcjet, the HLA, which will be briefly de-
in the field of arcjet development are de- scribed.
scribed:
a) a one kW, regeneratively cooled con- 2. Facilities

strictor arcjet with ammonia as a pro-
pellant The stainless steel tank used for the

b) a high power (< 100 kW) hydrogen arc- experiments is 1.25 m in diameter and 4 m
jet thruster built from a new concept, long, and is connected to a rootspump va-
without a constrictor. A hollow cathode cuum pumping plant with a pumping speed of
discharge in a cylindrical anode is more than 200,000 m3 /h.
stabilized by a small amount of argon The thruster is mounted on a thrust balance
and by an applied magnetic field The which is suspended on three swing arms,
plasma is accelerated through an adja- each of which is supported by two knife
cent nozzle. edge bearings. A schematic drawing of the

balance is depicted in fig. 1. The thrust
1. Introduction force on the platform is transmitted to a

strain gauge measuring box which is mounted
For future space applications such as orbit on the outer frame. In order to allow cali-
raising and maneuvering, drag compensation bration of the balance in the closed test
for platforms and/or maintenance of large tank, a weight lever system which is re-
space structures the arcjet will be advan- motely servable has been installed. This
tageous with respect to conventional chemi- lever puts a calibrated weight on a scale
cal as well as ion thrusters, because it which pulls with a defined force on the
offers higher specific impulse values than platform of the balance. The thrust balance
the chemical bipropellant rockets and than is calibrated before every experiment.
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Fig.1: Schematic of arcjet thrust stand with seqm. 4 connected as anode

The electric power is fed to the thruster there it flows through four bore-holes

through two metallic rods which submerge which are directed tangentially and at 30'

into two individual, mercury-filled tubes. axially in order to induce an arc stabiliz-
In order to avoid evaporation of the mer- ing swirl flow in the plenum chamber. This
cury, the surface is sealed by silicon oil. swirl flow forces the arc to attach at the
The balance can be remotely locked to avoid cathode tip. Within the nozzle throat the
damage of the knife edge bearings in case gaseous propellant enters the discharge re-
of strong vibrations or shocks. gion and is then ohmically heated and

The cooling water for the thruster is fed accelerated through the bell-shaped nozzle.

to the platform by semicircular hoses which The bell contour was used instead of a co-
allow a minimum of stiffness. The effect on nical one because of the favourable results
the thrust measurements can then be cali- which were achieved with such a nozzle by
brated. In order to avoid thermal drift JPL [5]. The stack design was chosen since
caused by the warming up of the thrust ba- it allows a maximum of variations for opti-

lance (due to radiation and impingement of mizing the thruster with a minimum of costs
hot gases), a water-cooled radiation shield and effort. The nozzle contour can easily
has been installed directly behind the be changed, for instance into a more bell-
nozzle plane. shaped or conical nozzle, by merely replac-

The data acquisition and control system ing one or two segments.
consists of a multichannel Intercole data In order to determine the effect of the
acquisition system which is controlled by a cathode position on the operating
DEC POP 11/73. The graphical data reduction characteristics of the thruster, the
is done by a PC-AT. The current is supplied cathode tip position with respect to the
by a current regulated power supply where constrictor inlet can be varied. The gap is
the discharge current has to be set by measured by inserting the cathode into the
hand. constrictor until contact is made; then the

cathode is retracted to a certain position.
3. Arciet The difference in length between both posi-

tions is termed "gap length". The first ex-
The experimental arcjet described in this periment showed that the original cathode
paper is called TT1 (thermal thruster), diameter of 8 mm was too thick, so the
[8), and is shown in fig.2. It is of the cathode probably did not get hot enough;
constrictor type, where the arc normally therefore the arc attachment was unsymmet-
burns through the nozzle throat or con- rical. This problem could be remedied by
strictor and attaches to the downstream end turning the cathode down to a diameter of
of this constrictor, or to the beginning of 4mm, as shown in fig.2.
the supersonic part of the nozzle. It con- The constrictor segment contains a nozzle
sists of a coaxial electrode system with a throat with a diameter of 2.5 mm and a
stack of coaxial segments. All segments are length of 5 mm. It also has a small conical
individually water cooled so that by means section downstream, which leads to an area
of temperature difference measurements of ratio of Ai/At = 3.25. At is the throat
the incoming and outflowing water, the heat area and Ai with i = 1-5 denotes the down-
load to each segment, including plenum stream segment area. The area ratios of the

chamber, can be determined. In order to segments are listed below:
avoid unforeseen arcing, the segments are
insulated from each other by ceramic tab-
lets, leaving a space of 0.5 mm between two
neighbouring segments. Any segment except Segment A
that of the plenum chamber can serve as
anode; therefore, the axial termination of Segment 5 (constrictor) 3.25

the arc is predictable. Segment 4 25

As well several or all nozzle segments can Segment 3 50
be connected electrically together so that Segment 2 70
the anode can be placed anywhere downstream Segment I (exit orifice) 100
of the plenum.
The propellant enters a ring-shaped
preplenum through a gas supply tube. From
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4. Experimental Results

2000
The tests so far performed served to qual- 2000 n
ify the measuring system and the thruster IP '
concept, and used argon as propellant.
Although argon may not be a choice for a 1500-
flight propellant, it can give some insight E
into the properties of the thruster. In
these experiments, two anode versions and a
two cathode positions were investigated. 1000

4.1 Segment 4 as Anode

The first ring downstream from the con- E 500-
strictor, the segment no. 4, was connected Ua~Wo 0.3 g/
as an anode. The distance between the 0.2 ~/
cathode and the constrictor was set at 21 g
mm. Some typical results are plotted in the 0
diagrams 3 to 7. In figure 3 the discharge 0 100 200 300
voltage is displayed as a function of the Current [A]
current and the mass flow.
The slopes of these characteristics are po- Fig.5: Arc chamber pressure vs. current;
sitive, that means the voltage rises with segm. 4 anode; 2 mm cath. gap length
the current and with the mass flow. This
behaviour is not expected in arcjets and is __
only experienced in MPD thrusters. And in- P t A
deed, by connecting this segment as an an-
ode, the arc was forced to expand to a ra- **.
dius, which is large compared to that of .
the cathode attachment. The thruster repre- I x * ,
sents in this configuration a hybrid bet- 28-
ween an arcjet and a nozzle type thruster.
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Fig.3: Voltage vs. current; segment 4 anode 1.

2 mm cathode gap length a
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e Fiq.7: Thrust vs. electrical power: segment
4 anode; 2 mm cathode gap lengtn

0.5- The level of the discharge voltage is rela-
tively high with 25 to 45 V. The thrust,

IJmw.o~ U /. illustrated in fig. 4, is almost a linear
o 01 function of the current and corresponds to

g00.0 2the arc chamber pressure, itself a linear
0 100 200 300 function of the current, fig.5. The chamber

pressure ranges between 0.5 to 2 bar, h-gh
Current [A] compared to those of the nozzle-type MPO

thrusters with 0.1 to 0.2 bar; they are de-
Fig.4: Thrust vs.current; segment 4 anode; scribed in ref.[9], and are also hybrids

2 mm cathode gap length between MPD and thermal thrusters. The TTI
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marks however with a small constrictor dia- In fig. 8 and 9 the voltage and arc chamber

meter and low currents the boundary of pure pressure are drawn as a function of the

thermal thrusters, whereas the nozzle type current. The voltage shows at a certain

MPD thrusters with high currents and big current level a distinct step of about 4V

throat diameters are predominately MPD from a "high voltage mode" to a "low vol-

thrusters. tage mode". This corresponds to a sudden

The efficiencies as function of the speci- decrease in the arc chamber pressure of

fic impulse are shown in fig.6. The thrust about 200 mbar, caused by the decline of

efficiency was calculated with the equation the power input. The two voltage modes may
be explained by the arc attachment to tne

n = T2 /(2 m I U) anode: at the high voltage mode, the arc

burns through the constrictor and attaches

The enthalpy of the cold gas was not taken to the supersonic part of the nozzle. In

into account. The efficiency curves show a the low voltage mode, the arc attaches to

distinct maximum with a sharp decline with the subsonic part and avoids the constrict-

higher specific impulses. Fig.7 displays or. The current path is now shorter and

the thrust as a function of the electric therefore the voltage is lower.

power. The thrust levels off with rising Using the same anode conditions, the gap

power, i.e. more of the power is converted length was then extended to 4 mm. The vol-

to losses, like to ionization than to kine- tage, depicted in fig.10, seems to be for a

tic energy. 0.1 and 0.2 g/s massflow over the whole
current range in the low voltage mode.Its
magnitude is one to two volts higher than

4.2 Nozzle Throat and Segment 4 as Anode with a 2 mm gap length. This could be ex-
plained by the longer current path. Also

With this configuration, the arc can attach with 0.3 and 0.4 g/s Ar the arc is appa-

to the anode from the subsonic part up- rently in the low voltage mode, but the

stream of the constrictor as well as to the voltage rises after a minimum and the slope

constrictor itself and to the supersonic becomes positive.

region after the nozzle throat, including The thrust, fig. 11, and the corresponding

the segment 4. A first series of experi- chamber pressure, fig. 12, are almost li-

ments was performed with the same gap near functions of the current though on a

length of 2 mm like those described above, substantially lower level than with only
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Fig.S: Voltage vs. current; constrictor and Fig.10: Voltage vs. current; constrictor
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Fig.9: Arc chamber pressure vs. current; Fig.11: Thrust vs. current: constrictor and

constrictor and segm. 4 anode: 2 mm segm. 4 anode;4 mm cath. gap length

cathode gap length
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1600 Contrary to fig. 7, where with segment 4 as

eui w-a 0 anode the thrust levels with rising power,
U1V/ in this operational mode the thrust is an

&4i/, almost linear function with the power, fig.

E 1200- 14.

S5. Comparison with Theory

S800- In another paper from this conference [10],
San analysis of the arcjet is presented

Swhich handles the constrictor flow with a
S-- dual channel model. This model which was
S400- . derived for hydrogen, was changed to argon

* with the following assumptions: the ratio

-nW-mt f of specific heat, K, was set 1.667 and the
heat conductivity A = 0.0177 W/Km. Since

O 100 200 30 400 the analysis model requires an arc through
the constrictor, the experiments of part

Current [A] 4.1 were used as a comparison.
In table 1, the values for a current of 200

Fig.12: Arc chamber pressure vs. current; A and a massflow of 0.3 g/s Ar are compared
constrictor and segm. 4 anode; 4 mm (since radiation losses cannot be neglected
cathode gap length with argon at pressures of more than 1 bar,

they are included in the analysis ).

rei :AIn x Table 1

* Exper. Calc.
I 200 A 200 A

ST 1.1 N 1.1 N
S30 - m 0.3 g/s 0.297 q/s

Sx I- 374 s 377 s
3U &aA a x * P=, 1.4 bar p-mr 1.18 bar

2 * V 37.2 V ETr. 54.7 V/cm

20- *

The measured and calculated data agree
* * i e:n C aquite well despite the fact that the ef-

; ; fects of the swirl and radiation losses
*.1 were neglected and only single ionized ar-

10 gon plasma was accounted for within the
100 20 3 5 analysis.

Spec. Impulse [s]
6. Further Arciet Activities at the IRS

Fig.13: Efficiency vs. specific impulse: Beside the described medium power arcjet,
constrictor and seg 4 anode; 4 m two further arcjet activities were startedcathode gap length at the IRS this year. The first one is the

development and design of a small, ammonia
fed regeneratively cooled arcjet in the 1

*- kW class and the second one is a high power
" arcjet in the 50-100 kW class to complete

•1  the power spectrum of MPD-arcjets.

S6.1 A 1 kW Ammonia Arc.iet

0.8- A low power regeneratively and radiation
cooled arcjet thruster, the NLA1, using am-

Smonia as the propellant is currently under
development at the IRS. The preliminary de-

0.
4  

sign is depicted in fig.15.
To find the optimal cathode configuration
for this thruster, the cathode dimensions
will be varied systematically with diame-

0.0 ters of 2 mm and 3 mm and half angles of
S 2 4 6 8 20' and 30'. A 2% thoriated tungsten rod

Power [kW] will be used as cathode material while the
plenum chamber, constrictor and nozzle will

Fiq.14: Thrust vs. electrical power; be machined out of a tungsten-rhenium al-
constrictor & segm. 4 anode; 4 mm loy, W26Re. The constrictor will have a
cathode gap length diameter of 0.64 mm and a length of 0.96

mm. The expansion nozzle is set at a half
angle of 35', an exit diameter of 6.4 mm

segment 4 as anode, a function of the lower and thus an area ratio of about 100. The
power input. The efficiencies vs. the spe- propellant, NHa, will flow through square
cific impulse are illustrated in fig. 13. helical passages machined into the molyb-
The very high efficiencies at low specific denum body, circulate around the strongly
impulses are not real ones, but are caused throat heated region, and then be injected
by the enthalpy of the cold gas flow, which tangentially at an inclination of 30' into
is not taken into account. the plenum chamber through a boron nitride
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insert. The electrical insulators will be
made from high purity boron nitride, and
gas sealing will be accomplished through a - Expansion Nozzle
combination of O-rings, graphite gaskets
and the proper lapping of metal parts. The Fig.16: Design schematic of the high power
actual testing of the 1 kW arcjet should hydrogen arciet HLAI
begin in February, 1989.
The thruster will be mounted in a 2 m long behavior prevents a spotty arc attachment
and 1 m diameter stainless steel tank. The on both electrodes and consequently, high
tank is connected to two roots pumps, which erosion and causes a homogeneous heating of
can maintain a pressure of 10 Pa at a mass the gas, even with high mass flow rates.
flow of 30 mg/s ammonia. The foreseen Downstream of this cylindrical arc chamber,
thrust balance is of the one-arm pendulum a Laval nozzle, also cooled by water is ad-
type [5], where the thrust will be measured ded, which is insulated from the anode by
by a noncontacting gauge of the pendulum ceramic inserts. Preliminary tests with
deflection. argon have been successfully performed.
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